Appendix 2 – File Formats
Maps - KMZ
A KMZ file is a zipped set of files and folders that can contain XML files and image files. For
example, a map KMZ and a course in KML can be included in a single KMZ file.
KMZ files can be unzipped with usual desktop (Windows/Mac) zip tools.
A map KMZ file is of the following format:

ie a folder of images being the tiled image of the map

and a kml file containing the geo-location details.
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Course File - KML
A KML file used for a course, contains a single list of named locations in the order of the
course. An example is:
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Course File - IOF XML
An IOFXML v2.0.3 course file has a list of control points and then a set of courses each listing
the controls on that course.
If the IOFXML file has been produced from a geo-referenced source (eg OCAD course setting
over a geo-referenced OCAD map), each control will have:
- Geo-coordinates, and
- x,y coordinates (being mm on the page from an origin point. The top left corner
of the page is also given in mm relative to this origin point). This is given in the
“<MapPosition>” tag. In the example below, the OCAD origin is 141.7 mm from
the left edge of the page and 75.7 mm down the page. Relative to this origin the
start control is 23.2mm further across the page and 10.8 mm above the origin.
So the start control relative to the top left corner is 164.9mm across and
64.9mm down.
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XML Files with no UTM Zone Specified
Note that some course setting systems (eg PurplePen) will produce an XML file that contains
<ControlPosition> tags giving the geo-location of the controls in a UTM zone, but omit
including details of which zone they relate to. This appears to arise from a deficiency in the
IOFXML v2 specification. In IOFXML v3, locations are provided in Lat/Lon and so the issue
does not arise.
OCAD overcomes this by including a comment lines in the XML file to provide this
information.
MyOMaps adopts the OCAD approach and so it may be necessary to edit the XML file and
insert lines of the following format:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE CourseData SYSTEM "IOFdata_OCAD.dtd">
<!-- coordinate system: UTM / WGS 84 Zone 56 South-->

Results Files
The App produces two files which are stored locally and uploaded to the server when the
user taps “Upload Results”.
- A CSV file in OE results format – a splits result file
- A GPX file containing the runners track
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The files have specific naming that identifies the runner and the event.
The CSV file name format is:
"/results" + "_" +
surname + "_"+
firstName +"_"+
Filename +"_" +
CourseFile +"_"+
CourseName + _
yyyyMMdd_HHmmss+
".csv"

where Filename is MapFile for Android and CourseFile for iOS
this is the Start Time

The GPX file name format is:
surname + "_"+
firstName +"_"+
IMEI +"_"+
Filename +"_" +
CourseFile +"_"+

yyyyMMdd_HHmmss+
“.gpx

where Filename is MapFile for Android and CourseFile for iOS
For iOS: CourseName

Care must be taken to NOT include “_” characters in map or course file names.
CSV Results File
The file uploaded from the App is a single line OE-format comma separated variable (CSV)
file.
If opened in Excel the contents are more effectively displayed. However, the file should NOT
be edited in Excel.

These single line CSV files are combined into a “CombinedResults” file of the same format.
In the case of a Score Event, the Server also creates a scores result file in the following
format:

Items of note are:
- The name, YOB and email address are populated from user input in the App
- The Text1 column contains the App Version Id, the punching mode (Auto/User)
and the IEMI of the phone
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-

The Num1 and Num2 columns are used for Gross and Net scores in the case of
Score Events.

GPX File
The GPX file may also contain PIN locations for waypoint locations recorded in MyTracks
mode.
The GPX file is in “standard” GPX file format:

Coordinate Systems:
- All files use Lat/Lng (decimal degrees) except IOFXML v2.0.3 which uses UTM
WGS 84 (xy cartesian coordinates in metres in a square grid, rather than
degrees, in 60 zones of 3 degrees longitude (up to 668km)).
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